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The eigenvalues of SturmLiouville (SL) problems depend not only continuously
but smoothly on the problem. An expression for the derivative of an eigenvalue
with respect to a given parameter: an endpoint, a boundary condition, a coefficient
or the weight function, is found.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
For a regular SL problem
&( py$)$+qy=*wy (1.1)
with Dirichlet boundary conditions (BC)
y(a)=0=y(b) (1.2)
Po schel and Trubowitz in [11], as part of their elegant exposition of
inverse spectral theory, consider the n th eigenvalue *=*n(q) as a function
of q for q # L2(a, b), p=1=w, and show that * is Frechet differentiable
with derivative given by (in our notation)
d*q(h)=|
b
a
u2h, h # L2(a, b) (1.3)
where u is a real normalized eigenfunction of *. Their proof is long and
technical. It is based on functional analysis in the Hilbert space L2(a, b),
complex variable theory, and the asymptotic form of solutions for |*|  .
Dauge and Helffer in [5] show that the Neumann eigenvalues of a
regular SL problem on an interval [a, b] are differentiable functions of the
right endpoint b satisfying a differential equation of the form
*$=u2(q&*w); (1.4)
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and they indicate that a similar equation holds for the eigenvalues of other
separated BC. These authors also point out that, with the exception of a
special result for the Coulomb Hamiltonian, such equations seem not to
have been known previously.
In [8] we give a different proof of the DaugeHelffer Theorem with
substantially weaker hypotheses and we obtained a similar result for
coupled BC.
Here we show that the eigenvalues of regular SL problems are differen-
tiable functions of all the data: the endpoints, the boundary conditions, as
well as the coefficients and the weight function, and we find expressions for
their derivatives. Differentiability with respect to 1p, q or w is in the sense
of the Frechet derivative in the Banach space L1(a, b). The condition 1p,
q, w # L1(a, b) is necessary and sufficient for all initial value problems to
have unique solutionssee Everitt and Race [7] and [9].
Our proof is elementarygiven the continuous dependence of the eigen-
values. The latter seems to be a part of the folklore of Mathematics. But
since we know of no reference where a detailed rigorous proof can be
found, we provide one with Theorem 3.1. Besides its theoretical impor-
tance, the continuous dependence of the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions
on the data is fundamental from the numerical point of view. The major
general purpose codes for the numerical computation of the eigenvalues
and eigenfunctions of SL problemsSLEIGN [4], the Fulton and Pruess
code SLEDGE, the NAG library code [12] and SLEIGN2 [1], [2] and
[3], are based on it.
As a consequence of our main resultTheorem 4.2it follows that the
convergence of the approximations based on small changes of the data is
at least of order O(h) as h  0.
In Section 2 we establish the notation, the continuity of the eigenvalues
and eigenfunctions is discussed in Section 3, followed by our main result on
the differentiability of the eigenvalues in Section 4.
2. NOTATION
Consider the differential equation
&( py$)$+qy=*wy on (a$, b$), &a$<b$ with * # R (2.1)
where
p, q, w: (a$, b$)  R, 1p, q, w # L1loc(a$, b$), w>0 a.e. on (a$, b$). (2.2)
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Let
I=[a, b], a$<a<b<b$, (2.3)
and consider the BC
A \ y(a)( py$)(a)++B \
y(b)
( py$)(b)+=\
0
0+ , (2.4)
where the complex 2_2 matrices A and B satisfy:
The 2_4 matrix (A | B) has full rank, (2.5)
and
AEA*=BEB*, E=\0 &11 0+ . (2.6)
By a solution of (2.1) on (a$, b$) is meant a function y # ACloc(a$, b$) such
that py$ # ACloc(a$, b$) and the equation (2.1) is satisfied a.e. on (a$, b$).
Here ACloc(a$, b$) denotes the set of complex valued functions which are
absolutely continuous on all compact subintervals of (a$, b$). Clearly a
solution of (2.1) on (a$, b$) is also a solution on any subinterval J of (a$, b$).
Note that the quasi-derivative notation ( py$)(t) is needed in (2.1) and (2.4)
sinceunder the condition (2.2)p(t) and y$(t) may not both exist but the
product function ( py$)(t) exists and is continuous for all t # (a$, b$).
A SL boundary value problem (BVP) consists of equation (2.1) together
with BC (2.4)(2.6). With conditions (2.2) and (2.3) it is well known that
this problem is a regular self-adjoint SL problem which can be identified
with a self-adjoint operator S in the Hilbert space L2w(a, b), see [1] and
[13]. The spectrum of the problem is the spectrum of S and consists of an
infinite but countable nunmber of only real eigenvalues.
In this paper we fix all but one of the parameters that determine the SL
problem, i.e., all but one of a, b, A, B, p, q, w and study the dependence of
the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions on that parameter.
It is convenient to divide the self-adjoint boundary conditions (2.4)(2.6)
into three disjoint and mutually exclusive subclasses and to use the following
canonical representations of these subclasses:
1. Separated self-adjoint BC. These are
A1 y(a)+A2( py$)(a)=0
where A1 and A2 are real and not both zero, (2.7)
B1 y(b)+B2( py$)(b)=0
where B1 and B2 are real and not both zero. (2.8)
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These separated conditions can be parameterized as follows:
cos :y(a)&sin :( py$)(a)=0, 0:<?; (2.9)
cos ;y(b)&sin ;( py$)(b)=0, 0<;?. (2.10)
Note the different normalization in (2.10) for ; than that used for : in
(2.9). This is for convenience in stating some of the results below. The BC
(2.9) and (2.10) become the Dirichet and the Neumann BC when :=0,
;=?, and :=;=?2, respectively.
2. All real coupled self-adjoint BC. These can be formulated as
follows:
\ y(b)( py$)(b)+=K \
y(a)
( py$)(a)+ (2.11)
where K # SL2(R), i.e., K satisfies
K=\k11 , k12k21 , k22+ , kij # R, det K=1. (2.12)
The special cases where K=I and K=&I yield the periodic and semi-
periodic boundary conditions, respectively.
3. All complex coupled self-adjoint BC. These can be formulated as
follows:
\ y(b)( py$)(b)+=exp(i%) K \
y(a)
( py$)(a)+ (2.13)
where K satisfies (2.12) and &?<%<0, or 0<%<?.
Most of the following results are well-known. See [13] for some proofs
with only integrable coefficients; see [10] for the case when p changes sign,
and see [2] for the case of complex coupled BC.
Basic Results and Notation
Let (2.2) hold.
v (a) Assume that
p0 a.e. on [a, b]. (2.14)
Then the BVP (2.1), (2.4)(2.6) has only real eigenvalues; there are an
infinite but countable number of them; they are bounded below but
unbounded above.
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For the separated BC (2.9), (2.10) and for the complex coupled BC
(2.12), (2.13), the eigenvalues are all simple and can be ordered to satisfy
&<*0<*1<*2< } } } ; with *n  + as n  . (2.15)
For the real coupled BC (2.11), (2.12), the eigenvalues may be simple or
double, and can be ordered to satisfy
&<*0*1*2 } } } ; with *n  + as n  . (2.16)
v (b) Assume that p changes sign in the interval [a, b], i.e., p is
positive on a subset of [a, b] of positive Lebesgue measure and p is
negative on a subset of the interval [a, b] of positive Lebesgue measure.
Then the BVP (2.1), (2.4)(2.6) has only real eigenvalues; there are an
infinite but countable number of them; they are unbounded below and
above.
For the separated BC (2.9), (2.10) and for the complex coupled BC
(2.12), (2.13), the eigenvalues are all simple, and can be ordered to satisfy
} } } <*&2<*&1<*0<*1<*2< } } } ;
*n  + as n  ; and *n  & as n  &. (2.17)
For the real coupled BC (2.11), (2.12), the eigenvalues may be simple or
double, and can be ordered to satisfy
} } } *&2*&1*0*1*2 } } } ;
*n  + as n  , and *n  & as n  &. (2.18)
In (2.17) and (2.18) *0 is chosen as the first nonnegative eigenvalue.
In the following we denote by
*n=*n(a, b, A, B, 1p, q, w) and un=un( } , a, b, A, B, 1p, q, w)
(2.19)
the n th eigenvalue and the n th eigenfunction of a SL problem where n # N0
if p00 a.e. on [a, b] and n # Z if p0 changes sign on [a, b], respectively.
In case of BC (2.9), (2.10), A, B are replaced by :, ; in (2.19). Similarly, we
replace A, B by K, % for (2.13) and omit % for (2.11). Note that there is
some arbitrariness in the indexing of the eigenfunctions corresponding to a
double eigenvalue.
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3. CONTINUITY OF EIGENVALUES AND EIGENFUNCTIONS
In this section we show that the eigenvalues are continuous functions of
all the parameters of the problem including the coefficients and that
normalized eigenfunctions can be found which depend continuously on all
parameters in the uniform norm. Let
0=[|=(a, b, A, B, 1p, q, w)] (3.1)
such that (2.2), (2.3), (2.5), (2.6) hold. For the special case of separated BC
(2.9), (2.10) we also use the notation
0s=[|=(a, b, :, ;, 1p, q, w)] (3.2)
and for the coupled cases (2.11), (2.12) and (2.13) we let
0c=[|=(a, b, %, K, 1p, q, w)]. (3.3)
When %=0 we shorten (3.3) to
0rc=[|=(a, b, K, 1p, q, w)]. (3.4)
We want to show that the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions depend con-
tinuously on the problem, i.e., a small change of the problem results in a
small change of each eigenvalue and each eigenfunction. This means we
have to compare the spectrum of different problems which may be defined
on different intervals. Each | # 0 determines a unique SL problem: a, b the
interval, A, B the boundary condition, and the restrictions of p, q, w on
[a, b] the equation. Observe that the values of p, q, w outside the interval
[a, b], i.e., in (a$, b$)"[a, b], do not affect the spectrum of the problem
determined by |. To account for this and to facilitate comparisons between
eigenvalues of problems defined on different intervals we let
0 =[|~ =(a, b, A, B, 1p
t
, q~ , w~ )] (3.5)
where
q~ ={q0
on [a, b]
otherwise
(3.6)
and 1p
t
, w~ are defined similarly. Now we introduce the Banach space
X=R_R_M2, 2(C)_M2, 2(C)_L1(a$, b$)_L1(a$, b$)_L1(a$, b$) (3.7)
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with its ‘‘natural norm’’
&|&=&|~ &=|a|+|b|+&A&+&B&+|
b$
a$
( |1p
t
|+|q~ |+|w~ | ) (3.8)
where &A& is any fixed matrix norm. This space X is the ‘‘natural’’ setting
for the study of regular SL problems. Note that, since 1p, q, w are only
assumed to be in L1loc(a$, b$), 0 is not a subset of X but 0 is since 1p
t
, q~ ,
w~ are in L1(a$, b$). Now we identify 0 with 0 as a subset of X. Then 0
inherits the norm from X, and the convergence in 0 is determined by this
norm. It is easy to see that every point in 0 is an accumulation point of
0 with respect to the norm in X.
The eigenvalues of a regular SL problem depend continuously on the
problem. More precisely we have
Theorem 3.1. Let |0=(a0 , b0 , A0 , B0 , 1p0 , q0 , w0) # 0. Let *=*(|)
be an eigenvalue of the SL problem (2.1), (2.4)(2.6). Then * is continuous
at |0 . That is, given any =>0, there exists a $>0 such that if | # 0
satisfies
&|&|0&=|a&a0|+|b&b0|+&A&A0&+&B&B0&
+|
b$
a$
( |1p
t
& 1p0
t
|+|q~ &q~ 0|+|w~ &w~ 0| )<$, (3.9)
then
|*(|)&*(|0)|<=. (3.10)
Proof. For | # 0 and * # C let 8( } , a, 1p, q, w, *) be the matrix solu-
tion of the initial value problem
Y$=\ 0q&*|
1p
0 + Y on (a$, b$),
with Y(a)=I, where I is the identity matrix. The characteristic function 2
of problem (2.1), (2.4)(2.6) is defined as follows:
2(|, *)=det[A+B 8(b, a, 1p, q, w, *)] for | # 0, * # C.
It is well known that *(|) is an eigenvalue of the problem (2.1), (2.4)(2.6)
if and only if 2(|, *(|))=0. Hence 2(|0 , +)=0. Furthermore, for any
| # 0, 2(|, *) is an entire function of * and it is continuous in |see
Theorems 2.7, 2.8 of [9]. It is obvious that 2(|0 , *) is not constant in *
since + is an isolated eigenvalue. Hence there exists \>0 such that
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2(|0 , *){0 for * # S\ :=[* # C : |*&+|=\]. By the well known theorem
on continuity of the roots of an equation as a function of parameters, see
[6], 9.17.4, the statement of Theorem 3.1 follows. K
Remark 3.1. Theorem 3.1 shows that for any fixed eigenvalue +
associated with |=|0 there exists a continuous eigenvalue branch *(|)
satisfying *(|0)=+. However, this does not mean that for a fixed n, the
nth eigenvalue *n(|) is always continuous in |. As an example, consider
the BVP:
&y"=*y on [a, 1], y(a)&ay$(a)=0 and y(1)=0
where a # (&1, 1). With a simple computation it is easy to see that the
lowest eigenvalue *0(a) is continuous in a for a # (0, 1), and continuous
from the right at a=0; but for a<0, there is a ‘‘new’’ eigenvalue appearing
far from the left which becomes the lowest one, i.e., *0(a). Moreover, we
have that lima  0& *0(a)=&, which implies that *0(a) is discontinuous
at a=0.
Also consider the BVP with Dirichlet BC and the equation
&( p= y$)$=*y on [0, 1] where = # [0, 1] and
p= {&1, if 0x=,+1, if =<x1.
Then for each =>0 the spectrum is unbounded below, the negative part of
the spectrum tends to & as =  0, and the correspoding eigenfunctions
behave as boundary layer terms. The positive part of the spectrum tends to
the spectrum of the limit operator (in the L1 sense for 1p). This implies
that the n th eigenvalue is discontinuous at ==0.
Below, each eigenvalue *(|) of the BVP (2.1), (2.4)(2.6), as a
function of | for | # 0, will always be assumed to be embedded
in a continuous eigenvalue branch.
Next we state two lemmas needed in the later proofs which are also of
independent interest. The first states that the unique solution of any initial
value problem of equation (2.1) depends continuously on all parameters
including the coefficients and the weight function in L1 norm.
Lemma 3.1. Let (2.2) hold, let c # (a$, b$) and h, k # C. Consider the
initial value problem consisting of equation (2.1) and the initial conditions
y(c)=h, ( py$)(c)=k.
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Then the unique solution y=y( } , c, h, k, 1p, q, w) is a continuous function
of all its variables. More precisely, given =>0 and any compact subinterval
J=[a, b] of (a$, b$) there exists a $>0 such that if
|c&c0|+|h&h0|+|k&k0|+|
b
a
( |1p&1p0|+|q&q0|+|w&w0| )<$,
(3.11)
then
| y(t, c, h, k, 1p, q, w)&y(t, c0 , h0 , k0 , 1p0 , q0 , w0)|<= (3.12)
and
|( py$)(t, c, h, k, 1p, q, w)&( py$)(t, c0 , h0 , k0 , 1p0 , q0 , w0)|<= (3.13)
for all t # J.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.7 in [9]. K
As a consequence of Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.1 we obtain
Lemma 3.2. Let |0=(a0 , b0 , A0 , B0 , 1p0 , q0 , w0) # 0. Let *=*(|) be
an eigenvalue of the SL problem (2.1), (2.4)(2.6). If *(|0) is simple, then
there exists a neighborhood M of |0 in 0 such that *(|) is simple for every
| in M.
Remark 3.2. The conclusion of Lemma 3.2 holds if |0 is replaced by
one of its components and 0 by the corresponding subspace of 0.
It is shown in [8] that for fixed b, A, B, 1p, q, w, *(a) is simple for some
a if and only if it is simple for all a and similarly for b. Also, only for real
coupled BC is Lemma 3.2 nontrivial since only for these is it possible to
have double eigenvalues.
Note the set S of points q # L1(a, b) such that *(q) is simple is an open
set in L1(a, b). Hence its complementthe set D of points q # L1(a, b) for
which *(q) is a double eigenvalueis a closed set in L1(a, b). We will see
by Theorem 4.3 that this set D is nowhere dense in the space L1(a, b). This
remark also applies when q is replaced by 1p or w.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. For a solution y of (2.1) and an eigenfunction
u( } , |) of a SL problem define
Y=\ ypy$+ and U=\
u
pu$+ (3.14)
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to be the corresponding vector solution and vector eigenfunction, respec-
tively. Since the eigenvalues for separated BC and for complex coupled BC
are always simple, Lemma 3.2 is clear for these cases. Assume that *(|0)
is simple for |0=(a0 , b0 , K0 , 1p0 , q0 , w0) # 0rc . Suppose the conclusion is
false, then we have |k  |0 for some sequence [|k]/0rc with *(|k) a
double eigenvalue for each k # N. Choose linearly independent vectors
v1 , v2 in R2 and determine the vector solutions U1( } , |k) and U2( } , |k) of
(2.1) with *=*(|k) and the initial conditions
U1(a, |k)=v1 , U2(a, |k)=v2 .
Then U1( } , |k) and U2( } , |k) are vector eigenfunctions satisfying the
boundary condition
U j (b, |k)=KkU j (a, |k), k # N, j=1, 2. (3.15)
Letting k   in (3.15) and using Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.1 we may
conclude that
Y j(b, |k)=K0Y j(a, |0), j=1, 2 (3.16)
where Y j is the uniform limit of U j as k   for j=1, 2. Thus the top
components of Yj , j=1, 2, are two linearly independent eigenfunctions of
*(|0). This contradiction completes the proof. K
By a normalized eigenfunction u of an SL problem we mean an eigen-
function u that satisfies
|
b
a
|u| 2 w=1. (3.17)
Next we prove a result for normalized eigenfunctions. Note that these are
not uniquely determined by (3.17). In the case of a simple eigenvalue the
real eigenfunctions are unique up to sign, but for a double eigenvalue there
are pairs of linearly independent normalized eigenfunctions.
Theorem 3.2. Let the notation and hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 hold.
(i) Assume the eigenvalue *(|0) is simple for some |0 # 0 and let
u=u( } , |0) denote a normalized eigenfunction of *(|0). Then there exist
normalized eigenfunctions u=u( } , |) of *(|) for | # 0 such that
u( } , |)  u( } , |0), ( pu$)( } , |)  ( pu$)( } , |0), as |  |0 in 0, (3.18)
both uniformly on any compact subinterval J of (a$, b$).
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(ii) Assume that *(|) is a double eigenvalue for all | in some
neighborhood M of |0 in 0. Let u=u( } , |0) be any normalized eigenfunc-
tion of *(|0). Then there exist normalized eigenfunctions u=( } , |) of *(|)
such that
u( } , |)  u( } , |0), ( pu$)( } , |)  ( pu$)( } , |0), as |  |0 in 0, (3.19)
both uniformly on any compact subinterval J of (a$, b$). Note that in this
case, given two linearly independent normalized eigenfunctions uj of *(|0)
there exist a pair of linearly independent normalized eigenfunctions of *(|)
one of which converges to u1 and the other to u2 as |  |0 in 0.
Proof. First we show that there exist (not necessarily normalized)
eigenfunctions u( } , |) such that (3.18) holds uniformly on J. As before, for
a solution y of (2.1) and an eigenfunction u( } , |) let (3.14) hold.
(i) Suppose *(|0) is simple. Then by Lemma 3.2 there exists a
neighborhood M of |0 such that *(|) is simple for all | # M. For all
| # M choose an eigenfunction u=u( } , |) of *(|) satisfying
&U(c, |)&=|u(c, |)|+|( pu$)(c, |)|=1,
and u(t, |)>0 for some c # (a0 , b0) and t near c.
It suffices to show that
U(c, |)  U(c, |0) as |  |0 in 0 (3.20)
since the uniform convergence on [a0 , b0] then follows from Theorem 3.1
and Lemma 3.1. If (3.20) does not hold, then there exists a sequence
|k  |0 such that
U(c, |k)  Y, as |  |0 (3.21)
where Y and U(c, |0) are linearly independent vectors in C2 due to
the normalization at c. Let Z be the vector solutions of (2.1) with the
same |=|0 , *=*(|0) determined by the initial condition Z(c)=Y. By
Lemma 3.1, u(t, |k)  Z(t) uniformly on any compact subinterval of
(a$, b$) as k  . Noting that |k  |0 implies that ak  a0 and bk  b0 we
have
U(ak , |k)  Z(a) and U(bk , |k)  Z(b) as k  .
Since U( } , |k), k=1, 2, ..., satisfy the BC
AkU(ak , |k)+Bk U(bk , |k)=0,
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by taking limits as k   we see that
A0Z(a0)+B0Z(b0)=0.
Therefore, Z is a vector eigenfunction for |=|0 and *=*(|0), which is
linearly independent of U( } , |0) since their Cauchy data are so. This
contradicts the fact that *(|0) is simple.
(ii) Suppose *(|) is double for all | in some neighborhood M of |0 .
Then we can choose eigenfunctions u( } , |) of *(|) all of which satisfy the
same initial condition at c for some c # (a0 , b0) since a linear combination
of two linearly independent eigenfunctions can be chosen to satisfy
arbitrary initial conditions.
The above discussion shows that for every self-adjoint boundary problem
and every eigenvalue *(|), the eigenfunction u( } , |) and its quasi-
derivative ( pu$)( } , |) can be chosen to be uniformly convergent in | on
every compact subinterval of (a$, b$). By normalizing the eigenfunctions we
complete the proof. K
4. DIFFERENTIABILITY PROPERTIES OF EIGENVALUES
In this section we show that the eigenvalues are differentiable functions
of all the parameters of the problem including the coefficients. Recall the
definition of the Frechet derivative:
Definition. A map T from a Banach space X into a Banach space Y
is differentiable at a point x # X if there exists a bounded linear operator
dTx : X  Y such that for h # X
|T(x+h)&T(x)&dTx(h)|=o(h) as h  0. (4.1)
Theorem 4.1. Let |=(a, b, A, B, 1p, q, w) # 0. Let *=*(|) and let
u=u( } , |) be a normalized eigenfuntion of * for the BVP (2.1), (2.4)(2.6).
1. Fix all the components of | except the left endpoint a and let
*=*(a) and u=u( } , a). Then * is differentiable a.e. and
*$(a)=
1
p(a)
| pu$| 2 (a)&|u| 2 (a)[q(a)&*(a)w(a)] a.e. in (a$, b). (4.2)
2. Fix all the components of | except b and let *=*(b) and
u=u( } , b). Then * is differentiable a.e. and
*$(b)=&
1
p(b)
| pu$| 2 (b)+|u| 2 (b)[q(b)&*(b)w(b)] a.e. in (a, b$). (4.3)
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In particular, if p, q, w are continuous at a # (a$, b) (respectively at b #
(a, b$)), then (4.2) holds at a (respectively (4.3) holds at b).
Proof. A proof is given in [8] for the case of separated BCsee
Theorem 3.4and for the case of coupled BCsee Theorem 3.5. K
Remark 4.1. It is interesting to note that (4.2) and (4.3) are independent
of the particular normalized eigenfunction u. This is not surprising in the
case of a simple eigenvalue since then the normalization condition (3.15)
determines real u uniquely up to sign. But in the case of a double eigen-
value this is rather surprising since then the normalization condition is
satisfied by two linearly independent eigenfunctions.
We now come to our main result.
Theorem 4.2. Let |=(a, b, A, B, 1p, q, w) # 0. Let *=*(|) and let
u=u( } , |) be a normalized eigenfuntion of * for the BVP (2.1), (2.4)(2.6).
Assume that either (i) *(|) is a simple eigenvalue or (ii) that *(\) is a double
eigenvalue for each \ in some neighborhood M/0 of |. Then * is con-
tinuously differentiable with respect to each variable :, ; for the separated
BC (2.9) (2.10), continuously differentiable with respect to each variable %, K
for the coupled BC (2.12) (2.13), and continuously differentiable with respect
to each variable 1p, q, w for the general BC (2.4)(2.6) in the appropriate
sense. The derivatives are given by:
1. Fix all components of | except : and let *=*(:) and u=u( } , :).
Then * is differentiable and
*$(:)=&|u| 2 (a)&| pu$| 2 (a), 0:<?. (4.4)
2. Fix all components of | except ; and let *=*(;) and u=u( } , ;).
Then * is differentiable and
*$(;)=|u| 2 (b)+| pu$| 2 (b), 0<;?. (4.5)
3. Fix all components of | except % and let *=*(%) and u=u( } , %).
Then * is differentiable at % for any % satisfying &?<%<0 or 0<%<? and
*$(%)=&2 Im[u(b)( pu $)(b)], (4.6)
where Im(z) denotes the imaginary part of z.
4. Fix all components of | except K and let *=*(K ) and u=u( } , K ).
Assume K satisfies (2.12). Then * is differentiable within SL2(R) and its
Frechet derivative is given by:
13STURMLIOUVILLE PROBLEMS
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d*K (H )=[ pu $(b), &u (b)] HK&1 \ u(b)( pu$)(b)+,
H # M2, 2(R) such that K+H # SL2(R). (4.7)
Note that the phrase ‘‘differentiable within SL2(R)’’ above is given as an
indication that the definition of Frechet derivative needs to be modified since
(4.7) does not hold for all H in the Banach space M2, 2(R) but only for those
as indicated.
5. Fix all components of | except 1p and consider * as a function of
1p # L1(a, b). Then * is Frechet differentiable and its Frechet derivative is
given by:
d*(1p)(h)=&|
b
a
| pu$| 2 h, h # L1(a, b). (4.8)
6. Fix all components of | except q and consider * as a function of
q # L1(a, b). Then * is Frechet differentiable and its Frechet derivative is
given by:
d*q(h)=|
b
a
|u| 2 h, h # L1(a, b). (4.9)
7. Fix all components of | except w and consider * as a function of
w # L1(a, b). Then * is differentiable and its Frechet derivative is given by:
d*w(h)=&* |
b
a
|u| 2 h, h # L1(a, b). (4.10)
Remark 4.2. 1. The assumption that either *(|) is simple or *(\) is
double for each \ in a neighborhood of | is automatically satisfied for any
separated BC and any complex coupled BC. However, it is not always
satisfied for the real coupled BC (2.11), (2.12). In that case, the question
arises: Do (4.7)(4.10) hold at |0 when *(|0) is a double eigenvalue but
there does not exist a neighborhood M of |0 such that *(|) is double for
every | # M?
2. If qk  q in L1(a, b), then by Theorem 3.1 we have that *(qk) 
*(q). Similarly for 1p and w. Theorem 4.2 implies that this convergence is
at least O(h). As mentioned in the introduction this remark is of some
significance in numerical analysis. For example, see the Fulton and Pruess
software package SLEDGE (available from netlib) which computes
numerical approximations of the eigenvalues of SL problems by using
piecewise constant approximations of the coefficients p, q and the weight
function w. Theorem 4.2 is of similar significance for other software pack-
ages for the numerical computation of eigenvalues (and eigenfunctions) of
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SL problems; in particular, the Bailey, Gordon and Shampine designed
code SLEIGN [4], the NAG code designed by Pryce and Marlettasee
[12], and the Bailey, Garbow, Everitt, Zettl code SLEIGN2 [1], see also
[2], [3]. These are the major general purpose and state of the art codes
for the numerical computation of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of SL
problems.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Recall that by *(|) we always mean a con-
tinuous eigenvalue branch. In this proof, by a normalized eigenfunction
u( } , |) we always mean a uniformly convergent normalized eigenfunction
branch, i.e., u( } , |)  u( } , |0) as |  |0 uniformly on any compact sub-
interval of (a$, b$).
First we establish (4.4) to (4.10). Since the proofs of (4.4) and (4.5) are
similar we just prove (4.5). Also we assume ;{?2, the proof for the case
;=?2 is similar. Let u=u( } , ;) and v=u( } , ;+h) denote normalized real
valued eigenfunctions of *=*(;) and *=*(;+h), respectively, for h # R
sufficiently small. From (2.1) we get
[*(;+h)&*(;)] uv w=&u( pv $)$+v ( pu$)$=&[u, v]$
where [u, v] :=u( pv $)&v ( pu$) is the usual Lagrange bracket. Note from
Theorem 3.2 that v  u as h  0. By the BC (2.9), (2.10) and an integration
we get
[*(;+h)&*(;)] |
b
a
uv w=&[u, v](b)=[v ( pu$)&u( pv $)](b)
=[tan(;+h)&tan ;]( pu$)(b)( pv $)(b). (4.11)
Dividing both sides of (4.11) by h and taking the limit as h  0 we obtain
*$(;)=sec2 ; | pu$| 2 (b)=tan2 ; | pu$| 2 (b)+| pu$| 2 (b)=|u| 2 (b)+| pu$| 2 (b).
(4.12)
This completes the proof of (4.5).
To establish (4.6) and (4.7) note that (2.13) implies that for any eigen-
function u of the BVP (2.1), (2.12) and (2.13)
( pu$, &u)(b)=(u, pu$)(b) \0 &11 0+=exp(i%)(u, pu$)(a) KT \
0 &1
1 0+
=exp(i%)( pu$, &u)(a) \ 0 1&1 0+ KT \
0 &1
1 0+
=exp(i%)( pu$, &u)(a) K&1,
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or
( pu $, &u )(a)=exp(i%)( pu $, &u )(b) K.
To prove (4.6) let u=u( } , %), v=u( } , %+h) for small h # R. Similar to
(4.11) we have
[*(%+h)&*(%)] |
b
a
uv w
=&[u, v ]ba=&[u( pv $)&v ( pu$)]
b
a
=&_( pv $, &v ) \ upu$+&
b
a
=&( pv $, &v )(b) \ upu$+ (b)+( pv $, &v )(a) \
u
pu$+ (a)
=&exp(i%)( pv $, &v )(b) K \ upu$+ (a)
+exp(i(%+h))( pv $, &v )(b) K \ upu$+ (a)
=exp(i%)( pv $, &v )(b) K \ upu$+ (a)[exp(ih)&1].
Dividing both sides by h and letting h  0 we get
*$(%)=i exp(i%)( pu $, &u )(b) K \ upu$+ (a)=i( pu $, &u )(b) \
u
pu$+ (b)
=i[u( pu $)&u ( pu$)](b)=&2 Im(u( pu $)(b)).
To establish (4.7), let u=u( } , K ), v=u( } , K+H ) for K, K+H # SL2(R).
Proceeding similarly to the argument above we obtain
[*(K+H )&*(K )] |
b
a
uv w
=&(( pv $)&v )(b) \ upu$+ (b)+( pv $, &v )(a) \
u
pu$+ (a)
=&exp(i%)( pv $, &v )(b) K \ upu$+ (a)
+exp(i%)( pv $, &v )(b) (K+H ) \ upu$+ (a)
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=exp(i%)( pv $, &v )(b) H \ upu$+ (a)
=( pv $, &v )(b) HK&1 \ upu$+ (b)
=( pu $, &u )(b) HK&1 \ upu$+ (b)
+( pv $&pu $, v &u )(b) HK&1 \ upu$+ (b)
=( pu $, &u )(b) HK &1 \ upu$+ (b)+o(H ).
Hence
*(K+H )&*(K )=( pu $, &u )(b) HK&1 \ upu$+ (b)+o(H )
and (4.7) follows.
To prove (4.8), let u=u( } , 1p), v=u( } , 1ph) where 1ph=1p+h,
h # L1(a, b). Then 1p # L1(a, b) implies that 1ph # L1(a, b) and
p&ph=pph h.
Using (2.1) and integration by parts we obtain
[*(1ph)&*(1p)] |
b
a
uv w=[&u( ph v $)+v ( pu$)]ba&|
b
a
( pu$)( phv $) h.
For all boundary conditions we have that
[&u( phv $)+v ( pu$)]ba=0.
Noting that 1ph  1p as h  0 in L1(a, b) and using Theorem 3.1 and
Lemma 3.1 we have
[*(1p+h)&*(1p)](1+o(1))=&|
b
a
| pu$| 2 h+o(h)
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and consequently
*(1p+h)&*(1p)=\&|
b
a
| pu$| 2 h+o(h)+ (1+o(1))&1
=|
b
a
| pu$| 2 h+o(h)
as h  0 in L1(a, b). This completes the proof of (4.8).
To show (4.9), we let u=u( } , q), v=u( } , q+h) where h # L1(a, b). Using
(2.1) and integration by parts we obtain
[*(q+h)&*(q)] |
b
a
uv w=[&u( pv $)+v ( pu$)]ba+|
b
a
uv h=|
b
a
uv h.
Using Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.1 we have
[*(q+h)&*(q)](1+o(1))=|
b
a
|u| 2 h+o(h)
and consequently
*(q+h)&*(q)=\|
b
a
|u| 2 h+o(h)+ (1+o(1))&1=|
b
a
|u| 2 h+o(h)
as h  0 in L1(a, b). This completes the proof of (4.9).
The proof of (4.10) is similar to that of (4.9) and hence omitted. Now
that (4.4)(4.10) have been established, the continuous differentiability
follows from these and Theorem 3.2. K
Theorem 4.3. Fix all compoments of | except q and let *=*(q) be an
eigenvalue. Let S1 and S2 be the subsets of L1(a, b) such that *(q) is simple
for all q # S1 and *(q) is double for all q # S2 . Then S1 is open in L1(a, b) and
S2 is closed and nowhere dense in L1(a, b).
The above conclusion also holds if q is replaced by 1p or w.
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 we see that S1 is open in L1(a, b) and hence S2
is closed in L1(a, b). Assume that S2 is not nowhere dense. Then there exist
a q # S2 and a neighborhood M of q in L1(a, b) which is totally contained
in S2 . Since *(q) is a double eigenvalue, there are two linearly independent
normalized eigenfunctions u1( } , q) and u2( } , q) of *(q) which do not satisfy
that
|u1(t, q)|# |u2(t, q)| for all t # (a, b). (4.13)
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In fact, if (4.13) holds, then u1=rei: and u2=rei; with r>0, :, ; #
AC Rloc(a, b). Since u1 and u2 are linearly independent, :&; is not identi-
cally constant. Let v=u1&u2 . Then v{0, and v is an eigenfunction of
*(q). Also, |v|=r |ei(:&;)&1| which is not a constant multiple of r. Hence
for the normalized eigenfunction u corresponding to v, we have that
|u(t, q)| |u1(t, q)| for t # (a, b). By Theorem 4.2, part 6, (4.11) holds with
u=uj ( } , q) for j=1, 2. This contradicts the uniqueness of the Frechet
derivative of a Frechet differentiable function.
The proofs for the other cases are similar and hence are omitted. K
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